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Christians are not to renounce their freedom, nor abuse their freedom. If Christian
progress (growing spiritually in sanctification) is NOT by merely submitting to a
list of rules and our freedom is NOT to passively accept license (accept our sinful
state), then what is it? What is this victorious freedom? By what fundamental
principle should we order our steps? The answer Paul gives us is one big positive
statement of direction: “Walk by the Spirit” (v. 16). “If we live by the Spirit, let
us also walk by the Spirit” (v. 25).
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I.

II.

CHRISTIAN PROGRESS OCCURS WHEN WE __________ BY
THE SPIRIT. (VV. 16-18)
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A. We are _______________ to _______________ walk by the
Spirit. (v. 16a)
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Spirit. (v. 16a)

B. Walking by the Spirit promises ___________ over the flesh.
(vv. 16 – 17)
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C. It is the Spirit of God that _____________ us. (v. 18)
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CHRISTIAN PROGRESS IS ________________. (VV. 19-23, 26)

II.

❖ Those who habitually practice the works of the flesh will not
___________ the kingdom of God.
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B. The Spirit produces _________. (vv. 22-23)
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CHRISTIAN PROGRESS IS _________________. (VV. 16, 24-25)
❖ Imperative _____________ rest on the foundations of
indicative _____________.
To walk(!) by the Spirit:
1. You have to ______ to self.
2. Don’t make ____________ for the flesh.
3. If the flesh has a victory, _________ it to God.
4. Keep on ____________ walking by the Spirit again.
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